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HCP COVID-19 Toolkit 
Our COVID-19 Toolkit includes several key elements needed 
to address COVID-19 outbreaks and the possibility of 
remote-based employees.

Contact your compliance advisor to activate the new modules, and to 
sign up for the COVID Toolkit which includes:

§ Handouts
§ Training
§ Reporting Forms
§ Incident Forms

§ Webinars
§ CDC Updates
§ Tip Checklist
§ NEW Resources
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http://go.pardot.com/l/710513/2020-03-12/5c2cf


Telehealth
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Telehealth/Telemedicine
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• Telehealth 
– The use of electronic information and telecommunications 

technologies to support long-distance clinical health care, 
patient and professional health-related education, public health 
and health administration

– Videoconferencing, the internet, store-and-forward imaging, 
streaming media, and wireless communications

• Telemedicine
– Specifically refers to clinical services provided using 

telecommunication technology



Telemedicine: The Core Methodology of 
Healthcare Delivery
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“Telemedicine will become 
the core methodology of 
healthcare delivery in the 

future. That is where we are 
going to get the efficiencies, 

we need to provide affordable 
care.”  

Dr. Yulon Wang, President of 
the American Telemedicine 

Association



A Recent Survey Says…
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• 73% said they would consider using a telehealth service to be 
screened for COVID-19

• More than one in ten respondents said they’ve already used a 
telehealth service for something related to COVID-19

• 60% said the COVID-19 pandemic has increased their 
willingness to try telehealth



Telehealth and Remote Monitoring:
“Here to Stay” 
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• Health systems across the country rapidly stood up for and 
implemented virtual care programs to monitor COVID-19 patients 
from home. 

• These programs proved to be a crucial tool during the pandemic. 
• As the country begins to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, 

these virtual tools, including telehealth, remote monitoring 
technologies, and wearables, will become a way of life for patients 
and will likely replace some in-person care, health technology 
experts say.



Beware of Bad Actors 
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• Numerous reports indicate that telehealth adoption was trending 
upward prior to the pandemic. 

• At that time, cybersecurity experts were concerned about potential 
privacy security risks. 

• During the pandemic, even with enforcement discretion in place, 
healthcare organizations and cybersecurity professionals have had to 
be aware of bad actors. 

• One of the biggest concerns was due to the immediate need for 
telehealth visits and making sure adequate safeguards are in place 
to prevent bad actors from accessing or obtaining information. 



Safe Telehealth Practices 
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• The Office of Civil Rights has said they expect healthcare providers will 
ordinarily conduct telehealth in private settings, such as a doctor in a clinic 
or office connecting to a patient who is at home or at another clinic. 

• Providers should always use private locations and patients should not 
receive telehealth services in public or semi-public settings, absent patient 
consent or exigent circumstances.

• If telehealth cannot be provided in a private setting, healthcare providers 
should continue to implement reasonable HIPAA safeguards to limit 
incidental uses or disclosures of protected health information (PHI). 

• This includes reasonable precautions such as using lowered voices, not 
using speakerphone, or recommending that the patient move to a 
reasonable distance from others when discussing PHI.



The Three Main Security Safeguards 
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1. Must ensure only authorized users should have access to 
ePHI. 

2. A system of secure communication should be implemented to 
protect the integrity of ePHI (note: during the COVID-19 
pandemic, there is enforcement discretion. However, we 
recommend still using a secure communication system 
whenever possible). 

3. A system of monitoring communications containing ePHI 
should be implemented to prevent accidental or malicious 
breaches. 



Poll Question
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• Is your Telehealth platform vendor HIPAA compliant and do 
you have a business associate agreement in place?

• Yes
• No
• I don’t know



Telehealth Platforms
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Platforms that were identified in the OCR Guidance.

Skype for 
Business / 

Microsoft Teams
Updox VSee Zoom for 

Healthcare

Doxy.me Google G Suite 
Hangouts Meet

Cisco Webex 
Meetings / 

Webex Teams
Amazon Chime

GoToMeeting



Remote Workers
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Remote Workers
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Remote 
Work

•Encouraged when feasible as we 
reopen

•May be a “reasonable 
accommodation”

•Useful if an employee has been 
exposed but isn’t sick

•Telehealth



Poll Question
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Are you using remote workers currently?

• Yes
• No



Poll Question
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Are you allowing workers to use their own device or are you 
issuing one from your organization?

• Personal device
• Organization device



Poll Question
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Have you included remote work in your Security Risk 
Assessment?

• Yes
• No
• Unsure



Remote Workers & HIPAA
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• HIPAA Rules continue to be enforceable for remote workers 
and access to PHI during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Covered entities must 
– Include remote access in Security Risk Assessment (SRA) to determine 

potential risks/vulnerabilities
– Implement written policies and procedures that address 

administrative, physical and technical safeguards 
– Provide ongoing security awareness training and training on written 

policies and procedures



Vulnerabilities Exploited in 2020
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• Malicious cyber actors are increasingly targeting 
unpatched Virtual Private Network vulnerabilities.

• Malicious cyber actors are targeting organizations whose hasty 
deployment of Microsoft Office 365 may have led to 
oversights in security configurations and vulnerable to attack.

• Cybersecurity weaknesses—such as poor employee education 
on social engineering attacks and a lack of system recovery 
and contingency plans—have continued to make organizations 
susceptible to ransomware attacks in 2020.

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-133a

https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-133a


Security Risk Analysis
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An accurate and thorough assessment of the potential 
risks and vulnerabilities to the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of ALL electronic PHI

Any system or device used to create, store, transmit or 
receive PHI must be included in Security Risk Analysis 
including mobile devices



Remote Work Considerations

• Specific job descriptions for 
remote work
– Work to be done
– Accessibility expectations
– Hours worked

• Technology
– Personal or company device
– Security responsibilities
– Connectivity

• Costs
– High speed internet
– Security/antivirus protection
– Cell phone

• Physical security
– Private office area
– Device(s)
– Paper PHI
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Risk Management Strategies
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• Train remote workforce members on remote work 
policies/procedures

• Execute data use, confidentiality, and BYOD agreements
• Provide on-going security awareness training
–Malware
– Phishing
– Passwords
– Removable media
– Clean desk policy



Updates
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Regulatory Updates/Guidance

OCR BULLETIN: Ensuring the Rights of Persons with Limited English 
Proficiency in Health Care During COVID-19
• Healthcare providers must take reasonable steps to provide meaningful access 

to individuals with LEP
• Reasonable steps:
– Written translations of documents, or
– Oral language assistance from a qualified interpreter, either in-person or 

using remote communication technology

25https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/lep-bulletin-5-15-2020-english.pdf

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/lep-bulletin-5-15-2020-english.pdf


Regulatory Updates/Guidance

CMS Provides Update on Telephone Evaluation and Management Visits
• The March 30 Interim Final Rule with Comment Period added coverage 

during the Public Health Emergency for audio-only telephone evaluation and 
management visits (CPT codes 99441, 99442, and 99443) retroactive to 
March 1. 

• On April 30, a new Physician Fee Schedule was implemented increasing the 
payment rate for these codes. Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs) 
will reprocess claims for those services that they previously denied and/or 
paid at the lower rate.

• There are also a number of add on services (CPT codes 90785, 90833, 
90836, 90838, 96160, 96161, 99354, 99355, and G0506) which Medicare 
may have denied during this Public Health Emergency. MACs will reprocess 
those claims for dates of service on or after March 1.
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDUsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA1MTUuMjE2MDY3OTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZWRlcmFscmVnaXN0ZXIuZ292L2RvY3VtZW50cy8yMDIwLzA1LzA4LzIwMjAtMDk2MDgvbWVkaWNhcmUtYW5kLW1lZGljYWlkLXByb2dyYW1zLWJhc2ljLWhlYWx0aC1wcm9ncmFtLWFuZC1leGNoYW5nZXMtYWRkaXRpb25hbC1wb2xpY3ktYW5kLXJlZ3VsYXRvcnkifQ.oNKpkTnGwkbr_3HLiONBuLE-9GllhiQJ518yoqXA0QU/br/78742967571-l


Moving Forward 
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Compliance Now & Beyond 
COVID-19

No Webinar May 26th

Enjoy your Memorial Day Weekend!
• Next Webinar: Tuesday, June 2 @ 11:00 MST

Keep sending us your questions and/or experiences
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• Call us at 855-427-0427 or
• Email us at support@hcp.md

http://hcp.md


Questions? Ask Now

Or…
Call us at 855-427-0427
Email us at support@hcp.md
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http://hcp.md

